
Hardmount washer-extractors are the standard in industries such as hotels, healthcare facilities and

other typically ground-floor laundries. These units are secured to the concrete floor, cost significantly

less than their softmount counterparts and have a proven record of reliability with superior wash results.

Speed Queen delivers more than just clean results, with features designed to extend linen life,

reduce water usage and utility costs, and maximize productivity. Our heavy-duty construction

provides reliable operation and guarantees your washer-extractor will be in service for years to

come, while our High G-Force extraction removes more water from each load, reducing energy costs

and shortening drying times.

Self-cleaning four-compartment dispenser automatically dispenses
detergent and fabric softener at appropriate times in the wash cycle

Bearings are protected against moisture with triple-lip seals and a
stainless sleeve around the trunnion

Large door design makes loading and unloading easy and fast

Industry-leading flexible water level settings will  help you save 
on utilities

Durable stainless steel front and top

Available in 20 lb (7.8 kg), 30 lb (11.8 kg), 40 lb (18.0 kg), 
60 lb (25.5 kg), 80 lb (35.4 kg) and 125 lb (54.4 kg) capacities

HARDMOUNT WASHER-EXTRACTOR CONTROLS
QUANTUM™ GOLD
Quantum™ Gold offers a total of 30 programmable cycles as well as 30 programmable water levels that enable you to adjust water use in every cycle
step. PC programming and audit data retrieval save time, as do advanced diagnostics. A maximum extraction speed of 140 G-Force helps the laundry
operation reduce drying time and utility consumption.

QUANTUM SILVER
Quantum Silver gives managers nine programmable cycles, which is easily accomplished through a PC via an infrared port on the control. Quantum
Silver machines feature a maximum extract speed of 100 G-Force.

QUANTUM STANDARD
For laundry managers requiring basic management options, Quantum Standard comes with four cycle selections, two water levels and manual
programming. It offers a maximum extraction speed of 82 G-Force, or 100 G-Force on 60 lb (25.5 kg) and 80 lb (35.4 kg) models.

FEATURES

WASHER-EXTRACTORSHARDMOUNT
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